
Abstract
The radiation power loss from a magnetically confined plasma in a

stellarator has been calculated using neoclassical particle and energy fluxes in
an energy balance equation. We could obtain a power loss of about 34% of the
total input power by numerical calculation. This fraction of the power loss has
been found to be in good agreement with the experimentally measured values of
30-40% for our reference machine.
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l~niT;=-l a m;+qiEaSi+Pi+Pei (2)
2 at r a-

where n n.: T and T. are electron and ion densitiese' I e I

and temperatures, respectively and r is the radius of

the magnetic surface. "e and Se are the electron's en
ergy and particle fluxes, respectively which are de
fined as:

1 ---ne = - n.m, [( Ve. Ve) Vel
2

Se=neVe

"i and S, are the corresponding quantities for ions. Pe

and Pi are external heating powers for electrons and
ions and Pr is the radiation power loss from the

Plasma. P . (or P. ) is the amount of heat which isel te

transferred from electrons to ions via collisions (and
vice versa).

In order to estimate Pr from the energy balance
equations, we consider the sum of the two equations
(1) and (2):

1 a (neTe+nili)=-l ar(ne+m)-Pr+Pe (3)
2 at r ar

Note that we have taken into account here the
ambipolarity conditions:
q S = -q. S .. P. has been taken equal to zero, since we
eel I I

consider only an ECR heating for electrons.
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Introduction
The problem of the radiation power loss from a

plasma is of great importance for two main reasons:
first, it can provide very useful information about the
plasma's main parameters; and second, it appears to
be one of the major controlling factors in the energy
balance problem. In this paper, we will use the energy
balance equations for each species (electrons and ions)
to calculate, in an appropriate way, the radiated power
loss from a reference stellarator. In the following sec
tions, the neoclassical energy and particle fluxes
which are used in the energy balance equations will be
described in detail, and the radiated power loss will
then be computed using some approximations and tak
ing into account a parabolic radial profile and an expo-

•
nential temporal profile for the species densities and
temperatures.

Materials and Methods
Energy Balance Equations

The starting point for our computations will be the
following one-dimensional energy balance equations:

l~neTe=-la rne+qeE~e+Pe-Pr-Pei (1)
2 at r ar






